CISM Day Run for Peace 2020 – Art for banners

- This is the official art suggested for the CISM Day Run for Peace 2019, especially for banners, using for the first time the phrase: “18/02 – INTERNATIONAL DAY OF MILITARY SPORTS”.

- The goal is: all the Member Nations using the same art during the event.

- At one side, you can see the CISM official logo. At the other side, there is a space reserved for the logo of the organizer(s).

- Below the CISM motto “Friendship Through Sport” is the space reserved for sponsors and partners.

- Please, do not forget to send us your CISM Day Run for Peace photos and short movies (10 – 20”) in which the banner(s) appear(s). It will help us to promote the activity(s) organized in your country.

- Additional information or questions, please do not hesitate to contact Lt Cdr Pinheiro, Project Officer for CISM Day Run for Peace, by phone: +32 2 650 02 86 or e-mail Osvaldo.pinheiro@milsport.one.

“Friendship through Sport”

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]

Dorah Mamby Koita
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